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OutlineOutline
ExperimentaExperimental updatesl updates from major stations from major stations
!! Dramatic Advancement of new data-taking by Dramatic Advancement of new data-taking by Auger labAuger lab..

!! Steeper spectrum above about ESteeper spectrum above about EGZKGZK

!! Conflicting compositions by Hi-Res Conflicting compositions by Hi-Res vs vs Auger analysesAuger analyses

!! Pointing unsuccessful, requires Super-GZK energies > 7 10Pointing unsuccessful, requires Super-GZK energies > 7 101919 eV eV

!! Super-GZK-energy exploration is tough: need 10Super-GZK-energy exploration is tough: need 1066 L L

!! Varieties of trivial/non-trivial Varieties of trivial/non-trivial systematics systematics getting better understoodgetting better understood

AstronomicalAstronomical/Astrophysical /Astrophysical perspectivesperspectives
!! Localization and Horizons: Effects of GMF and EGMF gettingLocalization and Horizons: Effects of GMF and EGMF getting

perceived and non-isotropy is predictedperceived and non-isotropy is predicted

Super-LHCSuper-LHC//beyond-SM physicsbeyond-SM physics yet to be yet to be
exploredexplored

Generally-conceived Generally-conceived RoadmapRoadmap for explorations for explorations



UHECRsUHECRs

Energy SpectrumEnergy Spectrum

• Refs from 28th ICRC papers (Merida)

summarized by

(1)  A. Watson / Highlight paper

(2)  M. Teshima / Rapporteur paper

Thanks to Alan and Masahiro

and

• APC Workshop (Paris) May 2007



HiRes SpectrumHiRes Spectrum
Broken power law fitsBroken power law fits

Expect 46.2, observe 14Expect 46.2, observe 14

!! P=7x10P=7x10-7-7 (4.8 (4.8__))



Systematic Error in HiRes Systematic Error in HiRes MonoMono
Energy SpectrumEnergy Spectrum

Energy Scale UncertaintiesEnergy Scale Uncertainties
!! Missing EnergyMissing Energy 5%5%

!! Energy Loss RateEnergy Loss Rate 10%10%

!! Fluorescence YieldFluorescence Yield 6%6%

!! Atmospheric ConditionsAtmospheric Conditions 4%4%

!! Photometric CalibrationPhotometric Calibration 10%10%

!! ApertureAperture ?% can be large?% can be large

Total Energy Scale UncertaintyTotal Energy Scale Uncertainty 17% 17% (+?: F-yield)(+?: F-yield)
!! Flux Uncertainty (with Flux Uncertainty (with !!=2.8)=2.8) 30%30%



HiRes Mono / StereoHiRes Mono / Stereo
Aperture for Energy SpectrumAperture for Energy Spectrum

MONO - more fragile values STEREO -very  firm values

MONO data dominated the statistics

Ground-based FD has a severe proximity and extinction problems - need multi-eyes



x 10 between 1 and 10 EeV

Depends on assumptions 

about Models, Mass and 

Spectrum slope

5-fold

3-fold

Comparison of 

Auger and HiRes

apertures

Linear

logarithmic

Largest uncertainty of Hi-Res data may

seriously remain for MONO open Aperture

Auger FD aperture is SOLID



HiRes StereoHiRes Stereo
Energy SpectrumEnergy Spectrum

With geometricalWith geometrical
constraintconstraint

StatisticallyStatistically Consistent Consistent
with Mono spectrumwith Mono spectrum
(& may be flat spectrum, too)(& may be flat spectrum, too)

    But with much limited    But with much limited
apertureaperture

11 observed, where 37.411 observed, where 37.4
/ 29.8 expectation/ 29.8 expectation

(AGASA and flat)(AGASA and flat)

      -4.3 -4.3 "", -3.4 , -3.4 "" deviation deviation



1438  deployed 

1400  filled 

1364  taking data 

090707      ~ 85%

All 4 fluorescence 

buildings complete,

each with 6 telescopes

1st 4-fold on 20 May 2007

AIM: 1600 tanks

Multi-HYBRID DETECTOR

AugerAuger



Auger: Energy CalibrationAuger: Energy Calibration
- firm up to E19.5 eV- firm up to E19.5 eV



Auger SD Energy SpectrumAuger SD Energy Spectrum

5165 km2sr yr



Auger Multi-Hybrid ConceptAuger Multi-Hybrid Concept



Auger HybridAuger Hybrid
Energy SpectrumEnergy Spectrum

Firm Hybrid ranges to E19.2 eV,

Not yet confirming the steepening



Auger Residual plotAuger Residual plot

Factor

of 5

May be x 1.3-1.5

 low E for GZK



Auger SpectrumAuger Spectrum
comparisons with Proton Model andcomparisons with Proton Model and

with Mixed composition model with Mixed composition model - not like p-GZK- not like p-GZK



HiRes vs. AugerHiRes vs. Auger

But #391nm fluo yield >30%

 systematic change is due

          or being considered?

MONO

AUGER: mainly SD,
 Multi-FD calibrated



Pair creation DIPPair creation DIP

by V.by V.BerezinskyBerezinsky



DipDip
V.V.BerezinskyBerezinsky

x 1/3 flux

x 1/1.5 E



Auger Spectrum x 1.5Auger Spectrum x 1.5
re-scaling M.re-scaling M.Teshima Teshima (may be more)(may be more)

 1e+023

 1e+024

 1e+025

 17  17.5  18  18.5  19  19.5  20  20.5  21

"Auger.txt"

"Auger1.5.txt"

"Auger1.5.txt"



UHECRsUHECRs

photon limitphoton limit



E (E ($$)) %% (10 (10-3-3K)K) EE22 - (pc) - (pc)22  &&  ''mmii
22
  cc

44

44%%E - E - ((  && 4m 4meecc44 LHS -RHS LHS -RHS )) 0 0 at E > 10  at E > 10 TeVTeV

Ordinary Vacuum Coleman-Glashow

and/or Quantum Gravity Vacuum

EHE $-rays travel > Gpc only in Quantum Gavity or C-G vacuum

EHE $ -rays does not travel much distance, unless
Coleman-Glashow e- pair production in 2.7K CMB-filled Vacuum

Kifune 1997



Spin network makes time ticks discretely in geometry of non-CartesianSpin network makes time ticks discretely in geometry of non-Cartesian
zigzagszigzags

Lorentz Invariance is not mandatory with QG;Lorentz Invariance is not mandatory with QG;

Dispersion of QG medium causes delay of c (E) < cDispersion of QG medium causes delay of c (E) < co o **  $$ comes to us comes to us

  E   E >>>> 10  10 TeVTeV  for for %% = 10 = 10-3-3, , 4 m4 meecc44 = E = E22 - (pc) - (pc)22 = E = E22 ( (%%/E - /E - (( E/E E/E00))  < < 0.0.

Exploration 3:Exploration 3:

Test of vacuum of Loop Quantum GravityTest of vacuum of Loop Quantum Gravity



(Ellis et al, 1992; (Ellis et al, 1992; AmelinoAmelino--Camelia Camelia et al. 1998)et al. 1998)

General photon dispersion relations* of quantum gravity granular vacuumGeneral photon dispersion relations* of quantum gravity granular vacuum

EEQGQG  ++ 1/ 1/LLminmin, , wherewhere  LLminmin  ++ L LPP  ++ 10 10--3333 cm. cm.

Dispersion:Dispersion:  cc22pp22 = E = E22[1 + [1 + ((E/EE/EQGQG + O(E + O(E22/E/EQGQG
22)], )], (( =  = ±± 1. 1.

Energy-dependent velocitiesEnergy-dependent velocities  v = v = ,,E/E/,,p p ++ c(1-  c(1- ((E/EE/EQG QG + + O(EO(E22/E/EQGQG
22))))

Delay of arrival timeDelay of arrival time  ##t t ++  ((, , (or (or ##t* t* ++  ±±EL/EL/EEPPcc))

S/N-S/N-Sensitivity factorSensitivity factor  --  ..  |#|#t*t*||////tt: [: [//t t && 1ms (GRB),  1ms (GRB), && 1  1 µµs (pulsar)]s (pulsar)]

10101010 ( (##t ~ year)t ~ year)1010-10-101010-8-81010-6-6~ 1 (~ 1 (##t ~ ms)t ~ ms)

EHE EHE $$  10102020 eV eVPulsar (1 eV)Pulsar (1 eV)Pulsar AXAF xPulsar AXAF xGRBGRB lensing lensingGRB 20GRB 20 MeV  MeV $$

Quantum gravitational medium effectQuantum gravitational medium effect

Note: insensitive except EHE $

However, HST quasar diffraction rings already denied the 1st order



HST quasar diffraction rings deny 1st-order QGHST quasar diffraction rings deny 1st-order QG

medium effectmedium effect



Auger: Photon limitAuger: Photon limit

Rise time in shower front

Curvature of shower front

No photons to support SHDM/TD models and Coleman-Glashow

Auger 20years operation will reach  GZK gamma flux of  ~0.1%



UHECRsUHECRs

  XmaxXmax

and Chemical compositionand Chemical composition



photons

protons

Fe

Data (exaggerated)

Energy

Xmax

Elongation rate:

    How we try to infer the variation of mass with energy

Warning!

Energy per nucleon is hardly

obtained in observations

< 2% above 10 EeV
Also tau-neutrino limit



HiResHiRes
Xmax distributionXmax distribution

Cf:Fly’s Eye

Very different



* (except hybrid-Auger) No past experiments are capable of

determining Hmax from the true top of the atmosphere, H = 0 g/cm2,

with the precision < 50 g/cm2 required for the statistical separation

of p/Fe by Hmax.

• Hmax should not be that estimated for the shower max density 0

converted from the height measured from the ground-level.

• It has to be measured from the top, H = 0 g/cm2, which involves

errors > 50 g/cm2 due to the angular errors O (a few degs) alone,

as well as due to more errors in Hmax (km) by density 0.

* Famous 3 x 1020 eV (Fly’s Eye) event, that favored Fe curve, is

uncertain, because it has 2 - 5 deg errors (horizontal axis is

uncertain to > 50 g/cm2, and the Hmax from the ground-level is also

that much uncertain.)

Questionable Hmax for the separation of p/Fe
FlyFly’’s Eye & s Eye & HiResHiRes-mono Xmax distribution-mono Xmax distribution



 

 

 

 

(1) It is unclear whether

the event-by-event

correction was made for

the varying atmospheric

pressure of the ground-
level (which varies to ±
20 g/cm2) .

(2) FE/Hi-Res mono

didn’t have accurate

angles for each event to

give accurate Ho (Top) =

0 g/cm2 to define the true

Xmax, for which angular

error alone should make

Xmax errors larger than

20-50 g/cm2 for each

event.
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#1 + 2.5 - 5° = 0.04 - 0.08 radian

#H + Hmax #1 = 28-56 g/cm2

   for the typical Hmax = 700 g/cm2

50 g/cm2



HiRes XmaxHiRes Xmax



Auger XmaxAuger Xmax

distributiondistribution



Less increasing elongation rate &Less increasing elongation rate &
comparison with M.C. comparison with M.C. - A problem- A problem

Varying mixed composition?

or

 interaction changing? EPOS?

Bias in Low energy range?

Red: Proton

Blue: Iron

Single line fit gives a

better agreement with

M.C..

54±2 g/cm2



Auger: Chemical composition studyAuger: Chemical composition study



Xmax Auger and Xmax Auger and HiResHiRes
- mutually in conflict, too- mutually in conflict, too

Come in here, TA! Yes, soon!



UHECRsUHECRs

AnisotropyAnisotropy



HiRes AnisotropyHiRes Anisotropy
Negative excess at Anti-G.C.Negative excess at Anti-G.C.

Integrate over 20Integrate over 20ºº

circlescircles

!! DataData

!! Significance plot forSignificance plot for

101017.517.5 < E < 10 < E < 1018.518.5 eV. eV.

!! AkenoAkeno/AGASA result/AGASA result



Auger: Galactic CenterAuger: Galactic Center

Results

insignificant:



Auger resultsAuger results::
Medium scale anisotropyMedium scale anisotropy

positive?positive?



Is this a Hint of broad clustering?Is this a Hint of broad clustering?
6~25 degrees scale?6~25 degrees scale?

Stimulating



UHECRsUHECRs

Clusters?Clusters?

Any point sourceAny point source

correlation?correlation?



TkachevTkachev



Predictions for allPredictions for all
BL Lacs only and surely requires UHE  energy







More cautions on theMore cautions on the

search for Point Sourcessearch for Point Sources



GZK recovery

GZK cut-off

GZK bump

Ankle region

Berezinsky&Grigorieva 1988

 Super-GZK allows point-source Super-GZK allows point-source’’ sharp IDs, but sharp IDs, but

Sub-GZK is overwhelmed by backgroundsSub-GZK is overwhelmed by backgrounds

All the Super-GZK particles 

from sources within ~ 200 Mpc 

can be seen above 5 x 1019 eV,

If linearly traceable

Cosmological

backgrouns

no prospects



Next few slides

-  by A. Olinto 2007

VHE gamma







AugerAuger: Correlation with BL-: Correlation with BL-LacsLacs
No correlationsNo correlations with point source with point source

BUT!

News will

come soon

for

positve

sources

above

7E19 eV?



Proton Propagation in Galactic Magnetic Field

1020eV proton can be traced back

to a point source

Particle

Astronomy is

with > 1020 eV

All-sky Freedom* 

from GM

above 1020 eV



Astro-ph/0607543v1 2006

Achtung!

Auger data are NOT

sensibly qualified for

point-source

tracking:

(1)Mostly sub-GZK

and,

(2) GMF of the

southern sky is high

and very unfriendly,

below energies less

1020 eV



UHECRUHECR

Astronomical TheoriesAstronomical Theories

--

large-scalelarge-scale  anisotropyanisotropy

could appear withcould appear with

statistics > 1000statistics > 1000

if stellar originif stellar origin

(or cosmological)(or cosmological)



Galaxy Cluster!Inoue 2006)

Weak Dipole component toward the Virgo Cluster



If EHE sources are cosmological like Topological Defects

Even if cosmological,

  Non-uniform,

     Unlike GRB.

         Due to charge



Medium Scale AnisotropyMedium Scale Anisotropy
M.M.Kachelriess Kachelriess & D.& D.SemikozSemikoz

>4x1019eV after Global Energy Scaling

After including penalty " Pch~3x10-3



Bright Galaxies!Takami - Sato  2006; Olinto et al 2007"

Many are cosmological“noises”

Origins appear





Exploratory TestExploratory Test

ObjectivesObjectives

NeutrinosNeutrinos

Super-LHC PhysicsSuper-LHC Physics

Atmospheric TransientsAtmospheric Transients



Rejection > 10-4

golden Fluorescence only
Xmax

Select.
Shape

Select.

2
2

P+

P+

FLUORESCENT EVENTS :  PROTON - NEUTRINO SEPARATION

but for Ethr=1018eV   rejection>10-6  are needed



EXPLORATION : Extra-dimension

Neutrino cross section gets very high
if higher dimension * > 1 µb at 1020 eV

Mary Hall 2005Anchordoqui, Feng, Goldberg, Shapere Phys Rev D65,Anchordoqui, Feng, Goldberg, Shapere Phys Rev D65,

124027 (2002)124027 (2002)



JEM-EUSO maximum sensitivity for

Neutrinos with extra* dimesnsions

(preliminary; TBC)

Air

earth

*Hundreds of neutrino events



Positive role of LPM for earth-

skimming neutrino observation

The LPM effect would

significantly increase

the detectability of

the

Earth-skimming

events (1019 - 1021 eV)

and Upward neutrino

events at 1016-19 eV

by enhancement of ~

x 50 effective target.

JEM-EUSO Phase-A

incorporates this.

Kusano, Inoue (Saitama Univ., 2000)

3Provide large target mass/volume*



ZeV

10
20

 eV line

 Important Cosmic

Relic 2’s (1.95 K),
2 kicked upward in E

to EHE via p2 elastic

scattering in 2-rich (x102)

and in EHE-rich (x102)

clusters

It could become

observable if extra-

dimension is true.
Need tests by CR 2

(H. Sato 1978, mod YT 2000))T. Hara and H. Sato, PTP 64(1980)

PPEHEEHE +  + 221.95K1.95K**  22EHEEHE + P + P



New ProjectsNew Projects



1. TA is in commissioning phase

! Full operation from autumn 2007

! TALE will follow to extend coverage toward lower
energies (Transition from galactic to extragalactic)

2.    Auger North (200,000 km2 sr yr at 2014) considered

3.    From Space

! TUS (by FSA), JEM-EUSO (by JAXA) being selected;

!  Super-EUSO discussed (in ESA)
! JEM-EUSO goes to ~M km2 sr yr (L) (2013 *)

R&D for radio detection " H. Falcke’s talk at APC/
ICRC

! LOPES, CODALEMA

! Looks promising

New photodetector
! SiPM " Improve HEAP experiments

 Air Florescence yield measurements
! Flash, Airfly

! Final results will come soon



Telescope ArrayTelescope Array

  Balanced SD ~ FD hybrid for Balanced SD ~ FD hybrid for UHECRsUHECRs

  Aperture = AGASA x (12 ~ 23)Aperture = AGASA x (12 ~ 23)

Complimentary to Auger SouthComplimentary to Auger South

Energy spectrum: by SD and FD independentlyEnergy spectrum: by SD and FD independently
!! both are from EM component measurementsboth are from EM component measurements

GZK cutoff, Cluster in North ?GZK cutoff, Cluster in North ?

 Construction  Construction ##95% completed, commissioning phase95% completed, commissioning phase

 Autumn 2007, Full Data Collection starts. Autumn 2007, Full Data Collection starts.

 Low Energy extension TALE planned. Low Energy extension TALE planned.





2 layers of plastic scintillators, 1 mm t  Fe in

betweenTA / SD

  1.2 km  1.2 km FADC FADC WLS fiber WLS fiber  12 mm  12 mm3.0 m3.0 m22TA / SDTA / SD

    1.01.0  kmkm Log Amp. Log Amp.  DirectDirect  PMTPMT    50 mm50 mm2.2 m2.2 m22AGASAAGASA

CTRCTR

spacingspacing
electronicselectronics    readout    readoutthicknessthickness  area  area

MirrorMirror  5.2 >5.2 >

6.8 m6.8 m22

samesame  opticsoptics

(1(100 pixel) pixel)

33rdrd TA / FD station is a transfer of TA / FD station is a transfer of

HiRes-1HiRes-1



Why Plastic Scintillator ?

!  Conserve AGASA energy scale

!  Sample electromagnetic shower (~90% of Eprimary)$
$$$>>> less dependent on 

•  primary composition

•  hadronic interaction @EHE

may vary over GZK energy

Why 2 Layers ?

!  Trigger & Calibration

!  Extension of Dynamic Range

!$ID of EM shower



A shower event recorded by TA-SDA shower event recorded by TA-SD





TALE 10TALE 1016.516.5eV~10eV~1018.518.5eVeV

Galactic/Extragalactic

Transition:

HiRes/MIA hybrid experiment,

and  HiRes Stereo, results

show transition from heavier to

lighter composition, complete

by about 1018 eV.Complimentary to Kaskade-Glande

+ tower FD



Auger NorthAuger North

Auger South

upgraded by

HEAT &

AMIGA



Auger NorthAuger North



Radio R&D (new way of viewing showers) to be establishedRadio R&D (new way of viewing showers) to be established



TUS MissionTUS Mission
Launch 2009-2010Launch 2009-2010



%&'(&)*+,-./.0123.,45//,6.,788719.:,82,&;320<=.
>715/58?,2@,%737A.0.,&;3.=5B.A8,'2:</.,C%&'D&>E,2@,F**
5A,GHIJ

Vertical Mode Tilted Mode
Larger effective area (x5) with ~35°tilt

  JEM-EUSO Telescope on ISSJEM-EUSO Telescope on ISSSpace



AGASA

JEM-EUSO tilt-mode

EUSO ~ 300 x AGASA ~ 10-50 x Auger > 106 (L)
EUSO (Instantaneous)  ~3000-15000 x AGASA ~ 100-500 x Auger



by Boris Khrenov 2006

 Exposures for Exposures for UHECRsUHECRs

JEM-EUSO  > 1M JEM-EUSO  > 1M LinsleyLinsley

JEM-EUSO  ~1M km2 sr yr,  >1000events above 7x1019eV



Particle Astronomy can beginParticle Astronomy can begin

- 1,000 events : E> 1020 eV

- Several dozen clusters are expected

-All sky coverage

-Acceleration can be studied

If we get >1,000 events,



Summaries

- based on Highlights by Watson/ICRC

-based on Summary by Teshima/ICRC

Today’s summary for ICRR



Auger-South more than 80% complete

More events > 10 EeV than from AGASA or HiRes

(close to, or more than their total)

     AND with superior angular and energy resolution

• Arrival Directions:

No evidence of point sources

– but relatively few events at the very highest

energies: Auger is just  starting to see something

• Spectrum:  ankle and steepening confirmed

 - with model-independent measurement

and analyses at 4.5 x 1018 - 3.55 x 1019 eV

Summary of Auger Highlights: (A. WATSON)



ICRC Summary ICRC Summary - - Teshima rapporteurTeshima rapporteur

Energy Spectrum of UHECRs
! HiRes and Auger saw the steepening of the spectrum above 4x1019eV

with 5 sigma and 6 sigma

! GZK cutoff? (or else?)

Chemical compostion of UHECRs - in conflict
! Auger Xmax suggests mixed composition

! HiRes claimed proton dominance above1018eV

Anisotropies
! No galactic center excess was found with Auger around 1018eV

! HiRes: deficit in the direction of anti-galactic center is reported.

! Small scale anisotropy was not found with Auger
The effect of galactic magnetic field must be considered * Higher E

! Hint of medium scale anisotropy with Auger

! World data also shows medium scale anisotropy
Related to the  large scale structure?



Many open questions that aroseMany open questions that arose
in 2007in 2007

Energy scale problem
! 1.2~1.5 factor difference between Auger and other experiments

! FD energy (FY) #" SD energy (MC-Calibration energy)

What is ankle?
! Pair creation dip " V.Berezinsky; Beautiful results (requires proton dominance)

! or Transition from galactic to extragalactic

Chemical composition at UHE (EHE: not known for Super-GZK)
K A. Proton dominance ? " it supports pair creation dip hypothesis

! B. Mixed composition " photodisintegration energy (Eth ~increase with A)

" small elongation ratio D10 "  Auger Xmax?

Break in energy spectrum at 4x1019eV
! GZK Cutoff? - Too darly?

! Acceleration limit? - Too universal?

! Drop off of lighter elements?

Medium scale anisotropy
! Relating with large scale structure?

! Deflected images of point sources (North-South asymmetry)



TodayToday’’s critiques s critiques - and- and

RecommendationsRecommendations  (1)(1)

1. Steeper Spectrum > 4 x 1019 eV by Hi-Res/Auger

•• Unclear, inconsistent, if it is GZK profile of protonsUnclear, inconsistent, if it is GZK profile of protons

(i) Need overwhelming statistics when discussing the steepening

(ii)  Unsettlingly obscure Hi-Res aperture - it can easily mimic

steepening - if p-GZK,nearby source pointing should be stronger

(iii) Inconsistent (Auger) for GZK with the mixed composition data*

(if acceleration limit, it cannot be a priori universal at all the

sources, either)

2. Source pointing - Auger < 1020eV is “naturally” negative

•• but not qualified to deny Auger/Hi-Res/but not qualified to deny Auger/Hi-Res/Yakutsuk Yakutsuk datadata

(i) High Galactic magnetic field in the southern sky eraces signals

(ii)  Known that there are much fewer sources (BL-lac) in the South

* Doubt exists that Auger under-estimated energy (by FD)



TodayToday’’s s critiques - andcritiques - and

RecommendationsRecommendations  (2)(2)

1. More e/µ separating observations (Auger/TA) are desired

- and possibly, with large-scale in-fill+

a. Clarify the long-lasting big puzzle of anomalous elongation rate

     (well known in Japan since Norikura/Miyake 1979 ICHEP and

                                                             BASJE/Suga-Mizumoto:).

b.  Allow some studies of super-LHC physics in the energy-frontier.

2. Make ~106 L Highest-energy astronomy/astrophysics

experiments (e.g., JEM-EUSO, Super-EUSO, Auger N+)

3. Find overwhelming means to really detect neutrinos

    (no more upper-bounds as a manifest of incapability)

4. R&Ds for Radio and new photo-sensors



Thanks



ICRC 2007, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico
90

Previous Measurement of thePrevious Measurement of the

Absolute Fluorescence YieldAbsolute Fluorescence Yield

• Sampling of Previous

Results:  Kakimoto et

al., Nagano et al.,

and T461 (FLASH

test run).

• Ratio of fit to

(Kakimoto, Nagano,

and T461) to fit to

Kakimoto

     = 1.00 ± 0.06

• FLASH result will be

shown at the air

fluorescence

conference at El

Escorial in Sept.

Improve the

FD accuracy!



Auger:Auger:
Attenuation curve and CICAttenuation curve and CIC



 But what does this all mean?

          Is the ankle marking a galactic/extra-galactic

                                                                                 change?

Have we seen the GZK effect?

Is it a ‘bump’ from a more local effect?

Are the accelerators just ‘tired’ in part?

           What can we deduce from propagation models

if there is no spatial annisotropy?

 Deducing the MASS is troubling: mixed at highest energy?

Larger "  and/or more muons (EPOS?)

Certainly not expected by many, except BASJE/Norikura

– do hadronic models need some modification?

Could it help to reconcile AGASA, HiRes and

Auger at the higher energies?

(Watson continuing)


